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rodolphe janssen is pleased to present an exhibition of new works by Sam Moyer. In the artist’s third solo
exhibition with the gallery, Moyer continues her practice of combining found stone with hand painted
canvas.
The new works on view represent a synthesis of Moyer’s past material-conceptual studies, which mix
medium-specific techniques like photography, painting, installation, and sculpture in order to engage
their historical resonance. In these wall works salvaged stone scraps, including several marble Saarinen
tabletops once homed in a private park in Manhattan, nestle amongst specially fitted segments of
hand-painted canvas mounted to MDF panel. Moyer arranges the stone pieces according to an improvised geometry, allowing the pre-existing shapes to interact with each other as well as the prepared fabric, where the artist’s hand is evident to varying degrees in the delicate treatment of the painted surface.
Marked with natural veins and visible wear, the stone cuts function as the pictorial element, while the
painted canvas becomes the spatial or sculptural element—the background and literal support that holds
found shapes in space and fills the gaps between them. Here painting becomes the space that holds
found sculpture, which constitutes the picture. This flipping of roles reflects a tension between the modern histories of painting and sculpture and the break with object based and medium specific practices
that characterizes contemporary art.
Working within art historical traditions ranging from the readymade, to color field painting, to the chance
compositions of Dada and Fluxus artists, Moyer uses a limited set of compositional elements to create a
sense of precarious balance frozen in time. If the pictures existed in three dimensional space they would
topple. Yet, as objects the works insist on their spatial reality, which is activated by their relationship to
the viewer. The stone’s particular physical qualities are visible close up, but fade as the viewer moves
away, allowing the pictorial space to dominate. So, what each section is pictorially and what they are in
reality shift as the viewer moves around the works.
When an art object is pared down to its essential elements, small choices become significant, like one
of Mondrian’s black lines not quite reaching the edge of the canvas. Moyer’s works thrive in these
moments: a support’s slanted top, or an inch of grey rectangle poking out just beyond the frame. The
monochromatic stones exist somewhere between their past as utilitarian objects and their inherent logic
as design components against the colorful primary tones of the canvas. The history of painting and masonry as craft surface in this light.
The breadth of monumental history foregrounding Moyer’s practice could leave one preoccupied with
what’s come before, what the artwork is inheriting, rather than what the artwork can say about the present. The contemporary era is marked by a state of permanent transition—a paradoxically tumultuous
stasis. Crisis (environmental, economic) and progress (technological, social) are recurring facets of lived
experience. For this reason, artworks that capture a dynamic between old and new, between reasoned
intention and chance occurrence, fixing these in time and space for consideration, like those on view
here, have the capacity to tell us something about our lives, about history, and about our capacity for
experience. In short, Moyer’s works illustrate that the past still weighs on us, perhaps just as heavily as
the present.
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About the artist :
Sam Moyer (born in 1983 in Chicago, IL USA) lives and works in Brooklyn, NY USA.
Sam Moyer’s works are included in prominent collections including Whitney Museum of American Art (New York, NY); Yale
University Art Gallery (New Haven, CT); Morgan Library (New York,NY); Louis Vuitton Foundation (Paris, FR); and The Aïshti
Foundation (Beirut, LB), amongst others. Her work has been exhibited at The Drawing Center (New York, NY), The Bass Museum
(Miami, FL), University of Albany Art Museum (Albany, NY), The Public Art Fund (New York, NY), White Flag Projects and The
Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis (St. Louis, MO), LAND (Los Angeles, CA), Tensta konsthall (Stockholm, SW), Cleopatra’s
Greenpoint (Brooklyn, NY), and JOAN (Los Angeles, CA). She has also participated in “Greater New York” and “Between Spaces” at PS1 Contemporary Art Center, Queens. Moyer received her BFA from the Corcoran College of Art and Design and her
MFA from Yale.

